Winter sports in Wallonia | Skiing, skating and sledging

One of the most surprising features of largely low-lying Wallonia is that it has a flourishing skiing industry, with as many as eight centres in the Ardennes and the wild Haute Fagnes plain.

What this part of Belgium lacks in altitude - the highest ski run is 530 metres above sea level - they make up with distinctly Alpine weather conditions in the winter months. The ski centre at Ovifat even calls itself “Ski Alpin Ovifat”.

The best downhill resort is at Mont des Brumes, between Francorchamps and La Gleize, which has four lifts and a run of about 1,000 m, including a hair-raising "red run" section. Who would have expected that in one of the "Low countries"? There is also excellent cross-country skiing in the Hautes Fagnes natural park, near Wallonia's highest point at Botrange.

Snow reports

For snow reports and skiing in Belgium check out the websites of the Eastern Cantons, of the Belgian Luxembourg Tourism Federation, of Institut Royal Météorologique de Belgique or Skiinfo.
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Ice Mountain: where you can ski all year on real snow

Rue De Capelle 16
Comines - 7780
http://www.ice-mountain.com

At the crossroads between Flanders, Wallonia and France, Ice Mountain is the perfect place for all snow related sport lovers.

La Source de la Géronstère

Route De La Géronstère 119
Spa - 4900
http://www.adrenaline-events.com

Adrenaline Events presents the cross-country ski trail La Source de la Géronstère at Spa. A great trail to enjoy with the family.

Ovifat alpine ski club in Ovifat

Rue De La Piste 1
Waimes - 4950
http://www.skialpin-ovifat.com

No need to go all the way to the Alps to enjoy your favourite sport. Ovifat invites you ski down its cross-country slopes in the Hautes Fagnes.
The Xhoffraix ski centre is located south of the Hautes Fagnes. Take a breath of fresh air away from the hustle and bustle on the cross-country ski trails.

Les Cretes de Xhoffraix Ski Centre
Rue De La Tournerie 7
Xhoffraix - 4960
http://www.hiver-cantonsdelest.be

The Manderfels ski slopes are in the upper valley of the Our, in the Eastern Cantons: perfect to go cross-country skiing or snow shoeing.

Ski Manderfeld | Cross-country slopes in Manderfeld
Manderfeld
http://www.eifelerhof.be/fr/home/

Les Maugires invites you to enjoy its cross-country ski slopes in the commune of Bertrix: perfect for wonderful days out with friends and family.

Les Maugires, cross-country ski slopes in Bertrix
Rue Des Ardoisières, 100
Bertrix - 6880
Discover Anlier's landscape in winter, beautiful snowy slopes perfect for cross-country skiing or hikes through the Rulles Forest.

Worriken sport centre in Bütgenbach

The Worriken sport centre in Bütgenbach features cross-country slopes in winter.

Conrad ski station in Vresse-sur-Semois

Forget big ski stations and try Conrad’s family ski station, perfect for cross-country skiing.
The Neu Perlé cross-country ski slopes in Martelange

Martelange - 6630

Dethier Ski slopes in Ovifat

Rue Des Linaigrettes 13
Ovifat - 4950
http://www.skialpin-ovifat.com

Dethier Ski in Ovifat invites you to enjoy its cross-country and alpine ski slopes or even to go sledding with family and friends - there is a piste for ev

Oignies-en-Thiérache Snowpark and Ski -slopes

Rue De Revin
Oignies-en-thièrache - 5670
http://www.mountainboard.be

The Oignies-en-Thiérache slopes the Couvin region is well known to ski enthusiasts. In winter the Snowpark is carpeted in a blanket of powdery white snow.
The Zosterbach cross-country ski and sledge slopes, at 630 metres in altitude, are located between the Elsenborn military camp and Nidrum.

Val de Wanne in Trois-Ponts: the longest ski slopes in Belgium

Welcome to the Val de Wanne ski slopes in Trois-Ponts, the longest in Belgium: 1 km-long with a 100-m. decrease. Its infrastructures guarantee a perfect day

The Croix-Scaille cross-country ski slopes in Gedinne
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The Croix-Scaille cross-country ski slopes are ideas for snowy family days. Come on the heights of Gedinne and put your skis on!
The Zum Kornhof ski slopes, at an altitude between 650 and 690 metres, are amongst the highest in Wallonia.

Zum Kornhof's cross-country slopes in Büllingen
Am Kornhof 22
Rocherath - 4761
http://www.hiver-cantonsdelest.be

The Zum Kornhof ski slopes, at an altitude between 650 and 690 metres, are amongst the highest in Wallonia.

Vecmont's cross-country ski slopes (La Roche-en-Ardenne)
Vecmont
La Roche-en-ardenne - 6980

Welcome to the Vecmont ski slopes, in a hamlet just a few minutes’ drive from La Roche-en-Ardenne.

The Linaigrettes cross-country ski slopes
Rue Abbé Dossogne, 36
Stavelot - 4970

La Linaigrette cross-country ski slopes are on the heights of Stavelot: perfect place to enjoy a memorable time in the Ardenne.
Mont Spinette is in the Hautes Fagnes, near Malmedy. Its cross-country ski slopes, perfect for families, welcome all nature lovers.

Gouvy's cross-country ski slopes are just a few kilometres from the Luxembourg border - fun for all guaranteed!

The cross-country ski slopes of Hurtebise, a family managed ski station in the Saint-Hubert forest, are located near the local airfield.
The An Der Liebach ski slopes, 560 m high, are in Manderfeld in the Eastern Cantons. This family friendly ski station specialised in snowshoeing.

Baraque de Fraiture Ski Slope

The Baraque de Fraiture is the highest ski slope in Belgium. Offers a choice of Alpine skiing, cross-country skiing and sledding coffer you unforgettable memories.

The Thier des Rexhons ski slopes in Spa

Fancy cross-country skiing at full speed or exploring the plateau of Spa? Come to the Thier des Rexhons ski slopes!
Prices for groups, snacks, equipment rental, lessons. Good skiing weather: open from 9 am to 6 pm.

RFC Sourbrodt
Rue Des Censes
Sourbrodt - 4950
http://www.hiver-cantonsdelest.be

The Baraque Michel ski slopes in Jalhay
Baraque Michel 36
Jalhay - 4845
http://www.ski-baraquemichel.be

The Baraque Michel, one of the highest locations in Belgium, is very much loved by hikers and cross-country skiers.

The Nordic ski centre in Samrée
Samrée - 6982
http://www.coeurdelardenne.be/diffusio/fr/bouger/terre/samree/chalet-et-pistes-de-ski-de-fond-de-samree_TFO8781.php

The Nordic ski centre in Samrée is part of the commune of La Roche-en-Ardenne.
The Losheimergraben ski centre in Buellingen

Losheimergraben
Büllingen - 4760

http://www.hotel-schroeder.be

The Losheimergraben ski centre is by the German border. Go and enjoy its fantastic cross-country ski slopes in the Eastern Cantons.

The Houyres ski runs in Baugnez

Baugnez

Amermont Ski

Stavelot - 4970

http://www.stavelot.be
Welcome to the Benike ski runs in Odeigne. Come and ski or snowshoe your way through the beautiful countryside around Vielsalm.

The Musée de la Bière ski runs in Sankt Vith

The 3 ski runs of the Musée de la Bière are on the heights of Saint-Vith in Rodt-Crombach. They will delight both beginners and expert skiers.

Welcome to Signal de Botrange in Ovifat, one of the most famous cross-country ski runs in Belgium. Perfect for all ski lovers!
The Foyans ski runs in Bastogne

Fancy going cross-skiing with the family? The Foyans ski runs in Bastogne are the perfect place to enjoy outdoors activities and relax.

The Haus Ternell ski runs in Eupen

The Haus Ternell cross-country ski runs, near Euspen, are the perfect opportunity to see a snowy Fagne.

MONT DES BRUMES

The Mont des Brumes, between Francorchamps and La Gleize, features the longest cross-country ski slope in Wallonia.
PISTES DE HOMPRE

Village
Hompré - 6640

Group Price, Ski Rental

Zum Himmelchen ski runs in Bütgenbach

Sourbrodter Straße 61
Bütgenbach - 4750

The Zum Himmelchen cross-country ski and sledge runs, in Weywertz near Bütgenbach, are the perfect place to spend a family day in the Eastern Cantons.

Cross country skiing - shelter

Rue De La Semois 19
Louette-saint-pierre - 5575
The Riezes ski runs in Chimay

Chimay - 6460
http://www.chimay-ski.be

The Riezes ski runs, in Chimay, are sure to delight cross-country skiing, sledging and snowshoeing lovers.

The Eifel Ski Zentrum ski runs in Büllingen

Wahierscheider Strasse 24
Rocherath - 4761
http://www.eifelskizentrum.com

The Eifel Ski Zentrum, in the village of Rocherath, offer a friendly atmosphere, far from the crowds.

The Chiny ski runs

Chiny

The Chiny ski runs, which go through woodlands, far away from the crowd, are sure to delight nature lovers.
Monty is a cross-country and alpine ski resort in Lierneux. Add sledge run: the perfect place for a day with family or friends!

Monty Lierneux ski runs
Rue Du Hautmont 44z
Lierneux - 4990
http://www.lierneux.be/j-stuff/piste-de-ski

CIC Sporthotel Skislope Buellinger
Wirtzfeld 21
Buellingen - 4760
http://www.sporthotel-clc.be

The ski slopes at CIC Sporthotel are located in the Eastern Region of Wallonia a few kms from Butgenbach. Come relax with family or friends.

Mount Rigi cross country ski slopes in Waimes
Route De Botrange 135
Waimes - 4950
http://www.ski-montrigi.be

Mount Rigi’s ski runs, 610 metres high, are amongst the highest in Belgium. Perfect for cross-country skiing, sledge rides and hikes.
Domaine de Chodes
Malmedy - 4960
http://www.domainedechodes.be

The Hautes Fagnes-Eifel Nature Park
Route De Botrange 131
Robertville - 4950
Phone number (main contact): +32 80 44 03 00
http://www.botrange.be

The Hautes Fagnes Nature Park, in the Eastern part of Belgium, is the oldest nature reserve in the country. This high plateau extends beyond the German border and is divided in six natural zones, 4 being in Wallonia.

The Escaillère cross-country ski runs in Chimay
5 Rue Du Centre
Chimay - 6464

The cross-country slopes of the Escaillère, in the Botte du Hainaut in Chimay, are perfect cross-country runs for a fun day with family and friends.
The Balier cross-country ski slopes are in Champion, between Marche and Bastogne: the perfect place to spend a wonderful day with friends.

Cross-country ski runs at the Botrange Nature Centre in Waimes

The sledging and cross-country runs of the Botrange Nature Centre (by Waimes, in the Haute Fagnes) offer superb landscapes.

Herzebösch cross-country ski runs in Elsenborn

The Herzebösch ski slopes, 635 metres high, are in Elsenborn, by the military base. This resort is sure to d
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